Flight Integration Support Update I

- **Calibration Infrastructure** – Joanne, Marco, Riccardo
  - Believed to be on track for end of May or earlier release.
  - Xin is working on code to populate I&T's oracle database with calibration constants read from CalibSvc

- **EBF/LDF**
  - Joanne and Heather worked out some quirks with Ric for LDF v04-01-00. First attempt at extracting ACD data is finished. LDF v05-00-00 was just released. Will have to move to this new version ASAP.

**OPUS**
- Rewriting some stored procedures, adding some new ones. Student is working on the Web front-end. On schedule.
Flight Integration Support II

• ACD – Xin
  – Currently working on the calibration algorithms.

• EngineeringModel
  – Tag v1r0401p5 used bad CalDigi and CalUtil tags.
  – New tag v1r0401p6 rolls back CalDigi/CalUtil and upgrades to calibUtil and CalibSvc v0r6
  – Next tag v1r0401p7 will upgrade to fixed CalDigi/CalUtil